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3 Essential Aspects of the Cosmic Feminine on the Path of Self-Awareness & Personal Brilliance

Venus

Black Moon Lilith

Moon
Three Essential Aspects
of our feminine quality of consciousness
in women and in men

Weaving our personal wholeness
for life fulfillment and relationships

Moon Matters
Mother, family patterns, lineage, self-identity,
basic needs, biological rhythms, subconscious

Venus Heart Intelligence
Self-love, relational style, sense of emotional and financial wellbeing,
beauty, magnetism, Law of Attraction

Black Moon Lilith, Soul Desire
Soul desires, ego-buster, essence, authenticity, brilliance,
spacious consciousness
Earth-Moon System

Moon is a satellite of Earth, orbiting in a monthly rhythm of 27-28 days, waxing & waning from New Moon to Full Moon & back again to new reflecting the Sun’s light.
The MOON weaves cosmic influences into our daily lives, circling round in front of planets & stars, translating their influence down to Earth, up close and personal, animating natural rhythms, currents & tides of biological life.
*Mother               *Home

*Family patterns, lineage, ancestry, DNA
*Womb/birth experience & story

*Biological rhythms, instinctive organic intelligence
*Basic innermost needs, sense of security/nurture, growth

*Subconscious, instinctive reactions, default “operating system”
*Subjective filters, internal memories, moods
*Self identity, our ideas about ourselves
The Story of Your Life based on subjective impressions, experiences, interpretations
Dream Time, night life
VENUS

Sister Planet to Earth

*Phases like the Moon
584-day cycle

*Evening Star / Morning Star

*Retrograde periods reflecting the Heart
VENUS Lucifer
Morning Star, Dawn-Bringer
Venus precedes Sun
emotionally daring, adventurous
VENUS Hesperus
Evening Star
most brilliant, radiant
Venus follows Sun
feelings follow experience,
emotionally introspective

LAKSHMI
Hindu Goddess of wealth & prosperity, material and spiritual
New Venus R Pentangle

2017-2023 repeating 8-year cycle
2 days earlier, 2 degrees earlier
Honey in the Heart: Emotional Alchemy, Self Reflection
“Our deeply personal feelings are so incredibly valuable that we should preserve them, using their energy to find the universal emotion of the universe behind them...

When we see that it is the universal emotion emerging within us, we can follow the emotion of our personal heart into the whole, One Heart.

—Puran Bair, Living From the Heart
VENUS
Goddess of Love and Beauty

*Heart intelligence
*Emotional IQ
*Self-love, self-worth
*Aesthetics, style, fashion
*Relational style
*Magnetic radiance/
Law of Attraction
*Values, valuables, wealth,
sense of financial well-being
*Shakti consciousness
our personal inner feminine
*Personal Essence
“It is as though the moon threw down a black body upon earth visible only to the subliminal senses, which thereby became illuminated.”

—Peter Redgrove, The Black Goddess and the Unseen Real
Consider space between your two Black Moon positions as your Lilith corridor, temple or garden. Both positions at Astrodienst: www.astro.com, true BM shown as “osc” for osculating.
The Queen of Night
C. 1800 B.C. Iraq in The British Museum

Our Lady of Guadalupe
Mexico City

Lilith,
Adam & Eve at Notre Dame
“For every mirror is a gateway to the OtherWorld and leads directly to Lilith's cave.”

— Lilith's Cave: Jewish Tales of the Supernatural

“Beautiful, indestructible, terrible Lilith! She permeates the world, she pervades the atmosphere, she shapes and unshapes herself at pleasure... She is the essence of God.”

— Marie Corelli, The Soul of Lilith, 1892
Flower of Life
universal geometry

AEtheric energy field
Spirit into matter

non-physical aether

physical aether
SRI YANTRA
Cosmic Feminine
BLACK MOON LILITH

*Essence
*Soul desires
*Ego buster
*Authenticity
*Personal Brilliance
*Impersonal intelligence
*Spacious consciousness
*Freedom of spirit
*Ecstasy
*It is as it is

“perceives with an objectivity like that of nature itself and our dreams, boring into the soul to find the naked truth, to see reality beneath all its myriad forms and the illusions and defenses it displays.”

—Sylvia Perera, *Descent to the Goddess*
Three Essential Aspects

of our feminine quality of consciousness
in women and in men

Weaving our personal wholeness
for life fulfillment and relationships

Moon Matters
Mother, family patterns, lineage, self-identity,
basic needs, biological rhythms, subconscious

Venus Heart Intelligence
Self-love, relational style, sense of emotional and financial wellbeing,
beauty, magnetism, Law of Attraction

Black Moon Lilith, Soul Desire
Soul desires, ego-buster, essence, authenticity, brilliance,
spacious consciousness
Cosmic Feminine Path of Self-Awakening: 
Three Essential Aspects in Relationship

Moon-based Relationships
Likely to mirror family patterns, home and family oriented, comfort, parenting, caregiving, need-based

Venus-based Relationships
Dance of male/female, the Mars-Venus tango, emotional quality of partnership—delights of love, happiness, satisfaction, pleasure, emotional agony and ecstasy

Lilith-based Relationships
Soul connection touching into deep places, compelling, tests willingness to let go, not comfortable, satisfying or “pretty,” may be hurtful, dark, edgy, non-judgment, may feel impersonal at some level, let the relationship be what it is
“Love so activates the possibilities of self-knowledge that an entire universe heretofore unknown offers itself to the wide and curious eyes of the lover, a spark of the infinite.”

—Aldo Carotenuto, Eros and Pathos: Shades of Love and Suffering
Today's Class

All is well in the Cosmic Dance
French composer, musical prodigy
Asteroid Lilith named in her honor
First woman to win
the prestigious Prix de Rome,
at age 19, for “Faust et Helene.”
Died at age 24.

Her more than 50 works include:
LES SIRENES, Renouveau
D’un Soir Triste, Hymne au Soleil,
Dans l’Immense Tristesse,
Clairieres dans le Ciel

Psaulme 130 (Du Fond de l’Abime)
“Out of the depths have I cried
unto Thee, O Lord.”
“I love the dark hours of my being.”

—Sonnets to Orpheus, II, 29

“Silent friend of many distances, feel
How your breath enlarges all of space....
In this immeasurable darkness, be the power
That rounds our senses in their magic ring,
The sense of their mysterious encounter.

—Sonnets to Orpheus, II, 29

R. M. Rilke in Moscow,
Leonid Pasternak, 1928.
“I am absorbed in the magic of movement and light. Movement never lies. It is the magic of what I call the outer space of the imagination. There is a great deal of outer space, distant from our daily lives, where I feel our imagination wanders sometimes. It will find a planet or it will not find a planet, and that is what a dancer does.”

“I want to make people feel intensely alive. I’d rather have them against me than indifferent.”
ASTRO-TWINS
born July 6, 1935
ASTRO-TWINS
born July 6, 1935

Tenzin Gyatso
14th Dalai Lama
4:38am #C rectified
Taktster, Tibet

Juanita Slusher
aka Candy Barr
4:00am cst #AA
Edna, Texas
"A Gentle Mind - Confused."

"Tenzin Gyatso"
"Juanita Slusher aka Candy Barr"
ENJOY Your Dance with the Goddess
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